The identification and analysis of the knowledge available in document form is a key element of corporate knowledge management. In engineering-intensive organizations, it involves tasks such as standard generation and evaluation, comparison of related cases and experience reuse in their treatment. No single information retrieval technique is likely to adequately deal with such tasks independent of the specific situation, and no fully automatic approach is likely to yield good results. In this paper, we therefore present the design, implementation, and some application experiences with a modular approach that allows a variety of techniques from semantic document analysis to interoperate with a tailorable map-centered visualization of the structure of technical document collections.
Introduction
In times where specific information is of highest value for enterprises or organizations and knowledge becomes the most important production factor, techniques enabling an adequate access to information play the role of a key technology for an appropriate management of knowledge. The identification and analysis of knowledge available in an enterprise is a key element of knowledge management. Often it is not the lack of knowledge sources in a company that is a problem, but the flood of unstructured information, e.g. knowledge hidden in technical text collections. Corporate knowledge can be contained in many of a company's documents. For example, consider engineeringintensive organizations like the chemical industries. Here, management documents, requirement definitions, technical guidelines or manuals of chemical plants contain important information about the company's goals or issues regarding configuration and maintenance of machines. An important element in the mosaic of knowledge identification is to obtain a structured overview of such documents. The need for accessing and structuring large document collections based on their contents dramatically arises nowadays. Information retrieval systems aim at enabling a content-based and query-driven (goal-directed) search in document collections. However, the spectrum of possible search types is wide due to the fact that the focus of interest may be narrow or cover wide areas of the document base. While in case of a goal-directed search the user has a good understanding of what he is looking for, the need for structure and semantic "search paths" for a document collection arises when it comes to exploring document bases. Explorative search plays an important role for managing the knowledge contained in technical documents. For example, in a system analysis effort the consultants may want to find out what kind of documented knowledge is stored or what business processes are reflected in the produced documents. But fruitful exploration requires easily accessible structure. Closely connected to the demand for structuring a corpus of documents is the desire to visualize the often complex relationships between documents or classes of documents. As vision is a human's most powerful sense when it comes up to discovering structures, graphically displaying structures of document collections is a straightforward consequence. Furthermore, the context of interesting documents within a collection can be easily explored if a suitable metaphor for the structure's graphical display is provided. Consequently, visualization turns out to be a valuable tool for managing the growing mass of documented knowledge available. Gershon and Eick (1998) state that "A key research problem is [...] to discover new visual metaphors for representing information and to understand what analysis task they support." In our work we study the use of visualizing a document collection's structure by means of document maps in the context of certain knowledge management tasks. The process of knowledge elicitation is usually a collaborative effort which involves experts from different areas within the application domain, e.g. engineers, technical writers, etc.. Document maps present the overall similarity structure of a corpus of texts by using a suitable landscape metaphor. Documents are often represented as points in a 2 or 3-dimensional map display. Their presentation is reminiscent of geographical or astronomical cartography. In this work we present a document map technique which powerfully visualizes the topological structure of a collection of texts and enables groups of experts to cooperatively discuss and analyze the company's documented knowledge assets. To provide a reliable basis for displaying the structure of specialized document collections in the context of knowledge management we propose a modular framework for the computation of document maps.
Related Work
There are different document map approaches to be found in literature. In general, the idea of document maps is to use a familiar graphical representation in order to convey information about the relationships of individual documents or groups of documents, respectively. By doing this, the highly complex multidimensional document space is reduced to a 2D or 3D spatial representation which thereby enables a user to grasp the information space, thus making it accessible for more intuitive analysis or exploration. The concept of 'document similarity' is reflected in the display by a notion of distance: The more similar two documents or document groups are, the closer they appear in the map. One group of work calculates a document space for visualization by using certain variations of Multidimensional Scaling (Torgerson 1952) or related techniques. Coarsely spoken, based on a proximity measure between texts (adopted from Information Retrieval) for each document a point in a 2D or 3D metric space is calculated so that the distances between the points approximate the similarity of the corresponding documents. This space can be visualized directly, e.g. using a scatter plot: BEAD (Chalmers and Chitson 1992) presents similarity relationships between documents by 3-dimensional "particle" clouds. STARLIGHT (Risch et al. 1996) aims to visualize the content of multimedia databases and yields a 3D scatter plot which represents the proximity of the data sets. Yet, each non-text object is described by a unique text file as a common basis for display processing. STARLIGHT'S visualization approach is similar to that used in BEAD. Closely related to these approaches is GALAXIES (Wise et al. 1995) which yields a simple 2-dimensional scatter plot that positions documents based on the similarity of their content. VXIN-SIGHT (Davidson et al. 1998 ) visualizes the document distribution density by means of a mountain terrain metaphor. To sum up, these approaches are focused on the display of similarity between individual documents. The scaling techniques used try to optimize the distances between documents with respect to the given proximity measure. However, directly using a 2D or 3D space results in a relatively high information loss and can only very coarsely represent the original documents' similarity. Furthermore, for supporting explorative searches and analysis tasks we believe that the visualization technique should better reflect the topological structure of the document space instead of displaying absolute metric distances between texts. The other group of document map approaches uses selforganizing feature maps (SOFM, Kohonen 1995) as a basis for clustering and visualization. This simple neural network model possesses the ability to realize a mapping of nonlinear statistical relationships between high-dimensional input vectors to a (usually) two-dimensional grid structure of network units while preserving most of the topological information of the input data, in particular the cluster structure. Thus, a SOFM optimizes the global structure rather than absolute metric distances between single objects. Lin, Soergel, and Marchionini (1991) use a SOFM to categorize documents according to key terms extracted from document titles. Chen et al. (1996) have extended this method for automatically categorizing WWW-homepages. The idea of these approaches is to provide a visual display that shows the contents and the associative structure of document collections in terms of neighborhood of categories. Therefore, the maps are divided into so-called concept areas, formed by dominant key-words. The resulting classification is a partition of the set of documents, i.e. each document is assigned to exactly one area (class). Each area's size corresponds to the frequency of the labeling terms in the document collection. Association of classes is expressed by the neighborhood of concept areas Whereas these approaches generate topic navigation maps we aim at presenting a 'landscape of documents' where the overall similarity structure of documents within the collection is visualized. A very promising approach in this context is WebSOM (Lagus et al. 1996) which uses a SOFM in order to generate a document map as a browsing interface for collections of newsgroup articles. The similarity measure for documents uses information about short word contexts. In the map, articles dealing with similar topics tend to be located near each other in a two-dimensional grid representation of the document space. Each grid unit contains a set of very closely related documents. In contrast to the first group of work, these SOFM-based approaches more powerfully display the density or topical structure of the document space by means of a topology preserving mapping. However, they do not present the relationships of individual documents towards each other. The presentation of individual documents with respect to their overall similarity structure is important for exploring specialized document collections (for example in knowledge management). But furthermore, the visualization technique should powerfully reflect the cluster structure of the document space. While scatter plots try to preserve the absolute metric distance of documents w.r.t their similarity, SOFMs have shown good results in mapping complex topological structures to a low-dimensional representation as a basis for visualization. In this work we propose a technique which focuses on the display of individual documents, combined with the powerful topology preserving mapping of self-organizing feature maps. Regarding the document analysis which determines the similarity of texts it is crucial to be able to choose an adequate indexing and comparison model for the document collection if available. This is necessary to provide a reliable basis for visualizing the structure of specialized document collections. However, the approaches discussed in this section use a fixed term vector representation. In contrast, the design of our document map approach allows the flexible integration of different document comparison techniques, ranging from symbolic to numeric text representations.
Semantic Structuring: A Modular Approach
By 'semantic structuring' of specialized document collections we understand a grouping of semantically similar documents in a way that works out the inherent structure of the corpus. Supplemental to a semantic structuring, an intuitive interface is necessary which presents the structure and allows some interaction for exploring it. The document map approach we propose produces a 'landscape of documents' which expressively presents the topological structure of the document collection. At the same time the relations between individual documents are visible. This section motivates and presents the rationale of our modular approach which allows a variety of techniques from semantic document analysis to interoperate.
Why Designing a Modular Approach?
The analysis of documents regarding their semantic similarity is the key concept for generating a document map. It is important to note that the different types of documents which are relevant in our application domain require an appropriate handling for gaining a reliable overview. The spectrum of documents reaches from semi-structured texts, like requirement definitions, to knowledge intensive documents, e.g. management guidelines. What document comparison techniques are suitable in each case? In Information Retrieval research many different models for document comparison have been developed. Whether a specific method provides sufficient results depends on the linguistic style and the degree of knowledge which is necessary to assess the similarity of documents. For example, consider 'use cases'. Use cases are requirement definition documents from software engineering (Jacobsen 1995) . For a sample use case see the document window in figure 2. The linguistic style of these texts is simple: They present a process by describing associated actions chronologically. Actions and objects are clearly pointed out by using unequivocal terms and key words. These characteristics allow the application of simple statistical information retrieval models, like the well-known vector space model (VSM, Salton 1971) , for assessing the similarity of the documents. Improvements of the VSM include the use of thesaurus based approaches. In contrast, consider medical document abstracts which contain a semantically rich language with fine-granular differences in the meaning of certain key terms. In (Becks, Sklorz, and Tresp 1998) we have presented an indexing language based on a fuzzy description logic (Tresp et al. 1996) , along with a measure of similarity for these kind of documents. Another example of a retrieval model using description logics can be found in (Meghini and Straccia 1996) . Last but not least, interesting techniques for specialized document encoding and comparison can be found in textual case based reasoning. Case based reasoning is concerned with the reuse of knowledge in similar problem situations. An important step in this context is to identify and retrieve similar problems. Documents are encoded as cases, and a domain specific retrieval engine compares these cases against each other (cf. Lenz 1998) . These examples show the wide spectrum of possible semantic document analysis techniques. To conclude, suitable methods for assessing the documents' similarity can be based on numerical as well as symbolic document representations. Therefore, it is necessary to define a modular approach towards a visualization of a document collection's semantic structure. The desired framework has to be able to meet the needs of every specialized corpus which is interesting in a particular knowledge management task. It has to allow the integration of adequate semantic criteria for assessing inter-document similarity. As a consequence, the document indexing scheme should not be coupled with the visualization method actually used (as it is the case with the SOFM approaches sketched in the last section).
The Overall Architecture
Figure 1 sketches our modular approach for generating document maps. On the document processing level a suitable analysis module semantically compares the documents from the input collection against each other. The only interface we expect for the following processing steps is a matrix of similarity (or distance) values for each pair of texts. The internal document representation is not used for any further step. Consequently, this module is exchangeable and can be chosen with respect to the characteristics of the corpus. But how can the structure of the collection be visualized as powerfully as discussed above? We solve this problem by using a self-organizing feature map (SOFM, Kohonen 1995) which preserves important information of the document collection's overall structure. There are three reasons for this choice: 1. SOFMs map high dimensional feature vectors into two dimensions without losing too much topological information. Instead of optimizing absolute distances between the document representatives, the SOFM optimizes the 'global structure' of the space (which is exactly what we are interested in). 2. We can apply a very expressive visualization technique which is based on SOFMs and leads to a semantic map of documents. 3. The generalization property of this model allows the association of a priori unknown input vectors in a useful manner. Thus, new documents can be fed into the structure without re-training the map and serve as prototype objects to identify relevant groups in the display. But SOFMs expect numeric vectors as input. This can be achieved independently of the document indexing by applying any Multidimensional Scaling (MDS, Torgerson 1952) technique to the similarity information provided by Figure 1 : Modular approach for generating document maps the analysis module. By doing this we compute a multidimensional virtual document space which reflects the documents' similarity in its topology. The vectors from this space can then be used to train the neural network. Note that the number of dimensions of the space is not necessarily restricted to 2 or 3 (as in the MDS-based approaches presented in the related work section). Rather, we select a dimensionality which is suitable for a satisfying mapping of document similarities. However, crucial for the performance of the SOFM (i.e. the computing time for the network's training phase and the mapping quality) is the number of dimensions of the document space. Here, we are interested in a trade-off between accuracy in preserving distances (i.e. minimizing the 'stress' value as discussed below) and saving computation time for training the SOFM.
The Visual Interface
Our document map aims at improving the cooperative management of documented knowledge. This visual interface offers a common view and serves as the basis for analysis and discussion of the knowledge contained in a collection of technical documents. 'Visible' to the users is the original document collection and the map display of the collection. Figure 2 shows our concept of a semantic document map and its interactive features. The semantics of this map can be described by a metaphor of "mountains and valleys": The documents of the collection are represented as points in the map. Similar documents -according to the similarity measure used during the collection's analysis -are grouped as neighbored points and are located in common bright shaded areas. These areas, or 'valleys of similar documents', are separated by dark borders, or 'mountains', which represent the distance between document groups. The darker the color, or the higher the 'mountain', the more dissimilar are the separated groups of documents. To characterize each group of documents, field descriptions can be generated by merging the most relevant key terms of the document group. For interacting with the map, users can mark an area and zoom into the specified field. The documents within the fields are described by their titles. By clicking on a point in the map the user receives the corresponding document. In addition to browsing through the map analysts can use a query interface to highlight relevant documents with respect to an explicitly formulated information need. Individual documents can be color-coded. This feature is interesting when it comes to the question of how predefined classes correspond to each other (cf. 'experiences' section). The interaction paradigm proposed here allows the user to browse through the documents interactively. Thus, analysts can explore the collection and learn about the inherent structure of the corpus, i.e. identify relationships between documents and between groups of documents.
Techniques Used for Generating the Document Map
This section presents some technical details for generating our document map in the context of the modular approach presented above. We discuss a simple method for assessing the similarity of documents, describe how the virtual document space is calculated, and finally present the visualization technique based on a SOFM. This yields the basis for the cooperative workspace (see figure 2 ).
Assessing the Similarity of Documents
As discussed above, the analysis module is exchangeable. By default our prototype uses the well-known vector space model (Salton 1971) for representing documents and assessing the documents' similarity. To sketch the calculation of description vectors for the documents briefly: After eliminating common words like conjunctions, articles and other insignificant terms from the documents, the remaining terms are reduced to their stems by using a stemming Figure 2 : Interaction with a document map, the cooperative workspace algorithm, e.g. (Porter 1980 
Calculating a Semantic Space of Documents
As sketched in the previous section we use Multidimensional Scaling to generate the semantic document space. In MDS, objects (representing each document) are mapped into m-space (where m is user-defined) so that the relative error of the distances in m-space regarding the 'true' distances of the objects (stress) There are several algorithms for MDS. The basic method is described in (Kruskal and Wish 1978) . It is important to note that MDS does not require the distances between objects to respect the triangular inequality since it minimizes the error between given distances and distances of mapped objects. Faloutsos and Lin (1995) have introduced a geometrical scaling method which performs the mapping in linear time with still satisfactory results if the distance measure used satisfies the properties of a metric. For this reason we use this algorithm in our implementation. Nevertheless, any other MDS-algorithm could be applied.
Analysis of the Document Space's Structure
A self-organizing feature map now orders the document representatives from the document space IR m according to their similarity in two dimensions and tries to preserve the topology of the input patterns as good as possible. This network model consists of one layer of active units which are disposed in a two dimensional grid without being connected with each other. Each unit i in the grid is linked with all m units of the input layer by means of m weighted edges, formally realized by a weight vector w i . Initially, random numbers are assigned to the components of this weight vector. The output function calculated by each unit i at the position (i 1 ,i 2 ) in the grid measures the distance η i (x, w i ) between the input pattern x and the unit's weight vector w i , for example the Euclidian distance. The training of the network is unsupervised. During the learning process, a single unit will be determined for each object vector x at each time, where the unit's vector w i is most similar to x. Such a winning unit is called the cluster center of the considered object vector. The weight vector of the cluster center and the weight vectors of units in a certain surrounding, defined by a neighborhood function, now are shifted towards the input vector. The amount of shifting depends on a learning rate, the difference between w i and x and the unit's position in the area surrounding the cluster center. Both, learning rate and the size of the area defined by the neighborhood function decrease in time. For interpreting the feature map it has to be detected to which areas the input patterns used for training, i.e. the object vectors representing the documents, have been mapped. But without knowledge about cluster membership of the object vectors it is difficult to identify those regions in the grid. We solve this problem by applying our graphical method (Sklorz 1996) -originally developed for data mining -to visualize the information encoded in the neural network. A more detailed report on this approach can be found in (Sklorz, Becks, and Jarke 1999) . According to this method, for each grid point i = (i 1 , i 2 ) a value is calculated which exhibits the greatest similarity of the weight vector w i of unit i and all object vectors x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n from the training set according to
The resulting matrix P reflects the density of the document space which is encoded in the weight vectors w i of the trained SOFM: Units in the grid with weight vectors which are rather dissimilar to all vectors from the input space were trained rarely according to the learning algorithm. Those weight vectors represent the "empty space" between document clusters. In contrast, clusters of similar input patterns lead to a more intensive training of a particular region in the grid. The weight vectors in these regions can be expected to be close to each other and their minimal distance to the input patterns will be rather low. Thus, high values in P separate regions of similar objects. A deeper theoretical discussion regarding the density of weights and object vectors can be found in (Ritter 1991) . The information provided by the matrix P can be visualized by assigning a shade of grey to the values in P: Using a linear function that maps the minimum value to white and the maximum value to black it is possible to visually detect regions of similar documents. These regions will be displayed as bright shaded areas, separated by dark shades corresponding to large numbers in P. To mark the points in the map which represent the documents of the collection the most similar unit of the SOFM for each document is determined. The corresponding position in the map can now be colored and inscribed by the document title or a short document summary.
Experiences
Evaluating the quality of document maps is hard in general. There are still no objective quality measures like precision and recall for query-oriented retrieval systems. However, we are interested in the use of document maps for cooperative analysis and exploration tasks in the context of knowledge management. Consequently, we perform case studies in order to better understand what analysis tasks can benefit by document maps and to evaluate to what extend the visual display can support the work. To show the value of our document map approach we briefly describe a case study concerned with analysing informal requirement scenarios in an international software engineering project. A detailed report on the study can be found in (Becks and Köller 1999) . In the CAPE-OPEN project experts and researchers from the chemical industries, software vendors and universities cooperatively define standards for chemical process engineering simulators. So-called 'use cases' are used to describe the functionality of simulator objects (Jarke et al. 1999) . Use cases are documents, prominent especially in object-oriented software engineering, which are produced by groups of domain experts during the analysis of requirements (Jacobsen 1995) . They describe processes and situations of using object-oriented systems. Formally, they are short semistructured, narrative texts which introduce the way an external actor uses a software system to complete a certain process. A visual semantic structuring of the use cases created in a project can help in gaining more insight about component relationships and redundancies. Thus, our document map concept turns out to be an effective tool to assist the knowledge management process in software engineering. (Figure 4 ) to which each use case belongs. Please note that the map was calculated without using any information from the hand-crafted expert hierarchy, i.e. our method has re-discovered essential parts of the experts' knowledge. In the map four major areas can be identified, each of which is subdivided into smaller areas containing subgroups of documents. The four areas are separated by 'deep' dark ditches. It turns out that each area corresponds to one main component of a process simulator's coarse structure: Unit use cases describe the behavior of physical process steps, the physical properties package sketches the process of calculating thermodynamic and physical properties (e.g. density or viscosity) of materials. The solver use cases describe how specialised mathematical methods are used to evaluate the equations that describe a unit operation. Finally, the GAT documents present a graph analysis tool for flowsheet diagrams.
GAT Configuration
GAT Initialisation Optimizations are possible e.g. for the SOFM training. Currently, we train the full target network, i.e. the complete k × k grid structure. By using a smaller grid and interpolating the computed weight vectors for each unit a significant amount of calculation time could be saved. 
GAT Use Cases

Conclusion
We have presented a modular approach for visualizing the semantic structure of specialized document collections. This allows the incorporation of different document comparison methods. Even though each step alone is not new, the combination of these methods is novel and contains a significant and not yet used technical potential for document management. The achieved flexibility is important for generating a reliable graphical overview about textual knowledge assets in the context of technical document collections. Among other encouraging results, a real-world usage experience in a world-wide standardization effort has shown evidence for the value, usability and quality of semantic document maps for knowledge management. One benefit of our document map in the context of knowledge management is that it offers a valuable support for analyzing textual knowledge sources: It provides insight in the semantic structure of a company's documents and helps condensing and structuring knowledge assets in a cooperative manner.
In our future research we address the question of how to incorporate personal "views" on document collections in the modular framework, so that the structuring can be adjusted respecting an individual focus of interest of all parties concerned. Furthermore, we currently plan a comparative study in which we intend to evaluate the usability of this kind of graphical display for solving certain analysis tasks in a more formal way.
